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Chapter 1 : Police Test Driver - Game 2 Play Online
I get to drive a Chevrolet Caprice Police Pursuit Vehicle. It's fast and it stops even faster.

Add to circle Disclaimer: The year-old me squealed and giggled a bit when I was handed the keys to a Dodge
Charger Pursuit. Oh, the amount of trouble I could get inâ€”and how quickly I could land myself in jail. To
say I restrained myself would be putting it mildly. Video Yes, Dodge did give me a Charger Pursuit for a long
weekendâ€”a real cop car To most people it looked like a cop car, because, well it looks the part. It had a full
sticker package, lights, sirens, the works. No one will pass you, almost ever You would think driving a police
car makes you king of the road, right? In non-pursuit mode people seem to cluster around you. What ends up
happening is they basically pace you, and you get caught in a cluster of vehicles going the same speed. Video
Except for this one guy. A gentlemen in an Audi SQ5 saw me coming up on him and immediately slowed
down, logically thinking I was the police. As I rolled up next to him on the highway he actually took a
moment to read the stickers on the car, a first. How did I know? He put the throttle to the floor and blasted
away from me as I was already going the posted speed limit. Never one to shy away from such an innocent
dare, I obliged. As I passed a school bus full of kids, the kids looked at me like I was crazy. When I passed a
fire truck full of firefighters, they waved and gave me the thumbs up. Then I passed two sheriffs, and when
they did a double-take, I decided it was time to stop. Page 1 of 2.
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Chapter 2 : Driving Safety Tips â€“ Nationwide
You would think driving a police car makes you king of the road, right? Only partly true. Logic would tell you that
everyone would avoid you and get out of the way, but that isn't the case.

Here are some safe driving tips: Speeding gives you less time to react and increases the severity of an
accident. Assume other motorists will do something crazy, and always be prepared to avoid it. Keep a
2-second cushion between you and the car in front of you. Make that 4 seconds if the weather is bad. Make a
safe driving plan Build time into your trip schedule to stop for food, rest breaks, phone calls or other business.
Adjust your seat, mirrors and climate controls before putting the car in gear. Pull over to eat or drink. It takes
only a few minutes. Practice safety Secure cargo that may move around while the vehicle is in motion. Have
items needed within easy reach â€” such as toll fees, toll cards and garage passes. Always wear your seat belt
and drive sober and drug-free. Too much noise can easily distract you from focus on the road. Be aware that
some medications cause drowsiness and make operating a vehicle very dangerous. Learn more about drowsy
driving. Always use caution when changing lanes. Cutting in front of someone, changing lanes too fast or not
using your signals may cause an accident or upset other drivers. Be extra careful while driving during deer
season. Then do these five things: Stay at the scene Leaving can result in legal consequences, like fines or
additional violations. Once the cops arrive, wait for them to complete an accident report. Simply exchange
contact and insurance information. If possible, also get the name and phone numbers of witnesses. Contact
your insurance provider Call your insurance provider to report the claim. Your agent will ask you for any
paperwork you receive about the accident, and will give you important information on getting your car fixed.
Find out more about what to do after an accident or a hit-and-run. What to do when pulled over If you notice
that a police car is following you with the lights flashing, pull over to the side of the road safely and quickly.
Wait inside your car for the officer to approach, and be prepared to: Turn on the light Turn on your interior
light at night and keep your hands where the officer can see them, preferably on the steering wheel. Provide
necessary documentation Give your license and proof of insurance to the officer if asked. If the officer asks
you to step out of your car, do so without sudden or threatening movements. These include areas with high
pedestrian traffic, such as school zones and streets lots of intersections close together. Driving over the speed
limit can put you and others at risk of harm. Never pass a stopped bus displaying a stop sign to its left. That
means children are crossing the street. If you hear a siren coming behind you, pull to the side if you can, stop
and wait until the police car or fire truck goes by. Completely stop at stop signs and look for other drivers and
pedestrians before you proceed. Obey the posted speed limit at all times. Speeding tickets are costly, and
penalties for speeding can include fines, court appearances and loss or suspension of your driving privileges.
Also, depending on your insurance policy, speeding tickets can raise your rates. When parking your vehicle,
always be mindful of handicapped signs, fire hydrants, bus stop zones, parking restrictions for certain times of
day, and parking spots that require permits. Just remember to heed all of the signs. Even if you have to circle
the block a couple times, it sure beats getting fined or having your car towed. Alcohol slows your reflexing,
temporarily lowers your mental acuity and can thus compromise your ability to control a vehicle and drive it
safely. And yes, even "buzzed driving" is still drunk driving and can be just as dangerous. All 50 states have
now set. In some cities, law enforcement officials set up sobriety checkpoints along the road to identify and
deter impaired drivers. These are typically set up during holiday weekends or on dates when there might be
more drinking and driving. If these tests show that you have high alcohol levels, the police may arrest you.
Winter driving tips Winter brings all sorts of driving headaches: To handle the hassle of winter driving: First
of all, buckle up. Basic car safety encourages the use of seat belts and car seats at all times. Use extra caution
in areas that ice up quickly, especially intersections, shaded areas, bridges and overpasses. Get in the habit of
regularly checking weather reports on TV or online so you can prepare for bad weather. On severe weather
days, schools and workplaces might close or delay opening. Keep an emergency kit in the trunk of your car
â€” including blankets, a first aid kit and jumper cables. Check out our full list of items for your emergency
car kit. Make sure your cell phone is fully charged and that your car always has a full tank of gas. To ensure
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you always have someone on your side when it comes to keeping you and your vehicle safe, learn more about
auto insurance from Nationwide.
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Chapter 3 : Mayor charged for driving police car with lights flashing
Many games in our police car games collection let you customize your ride. Instead of driving a standard vehicle, you
can create an intimidating car or truck. As you progress, many games give you the chance to upgrade your engine.

Being too lazy to attend a car auction filled with decrepit Pontiac G6s, or getting ripped off on eBay, I never
took the plunge, but Dodge sent me something even better to try out for a week: You need to read the laws
with a fine-toothed comb when driving a former police Charger. I even pulled up to the local Sunnyvale police
station to get some impressions from local law enforcement, but only an admin was available, who gave the
thumbs up. Of the half-dozen law enforcement vehicles I passed by, none pulled me over. But what constitutes
impersonating law enforcement if I buy a police Charger myself? A new midsize sedan can probably
outmaneuver it. Yet even dab the throttle on corner exit and it jerks into oversteer like an old tail-sliding
Dodge Monaco from The Blues Brothers. It demolishes most cars on straightaways. Aside from its menacing
styling, my favorite part of the car is the engine. The throttle response is crisp even with the slushy five-speed
automatic, and the brakes confidently bite thanks to the police ABS heavy-duty system. It makes for a serene
driving experience. Nobody ever tailgates you, cuts you off, or flips the bird. Not only that, but people
magically become respectful toward others. I saw two cars playing the dangerous game of tailgating and
brake-checking chicken on the left lane, and the minute they spotted my car they started acting like they were
driving Miss Daisy. Granted, I may have luckily avoided some crazy driver with a death wish against police,
but for one week, I experienced a surreal world devoid of road rage, full of order and sanity. People never look
to the right lanes for cop cars. At night I became practically invisible until they saw the distinguishing features
up close. Uneasy cars stand out. By default, everybody tenses up when realizing a police car is sharing the
road with them. But some became outright erratic, steering clear of me as though I was a deranged
ex-boyfriend with a restraining order. One poor Toyota Hilux driver likely thought I was tailing him because I
coincidentally changed multiple lanes with him to get off the freeway, and kept swerving, wafting and
switching more lanes. Dale Carlson, a former police officer who set the record for felony arrests in Florida,
said it well in his book Arrest-Proof Yourself. Driving the Charger Pursuit has been an eye-opening
experience. Interestingly, the police version is the only one available now with a 5.
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Chapter 4 : Get 3D Police Car Driving School - Microsoft Store
The unidentified driver told police on Sept. 15, he saw a black police car with blue and red lights flashing and a sign on
the driver's side door that stated "Mayor Jo Ann Reed." The car was traveling east on Interstate

Hub Description The best police car driving simulator. Play as furious police warden to chase street racers and
outlaws! Become a policeman, hop into the car and chase criminals with great fire power! Police Car Chase
3D gives you an exciting 3D race. You have to be a great driver and shoot at criminals and destroy their cars.
Get in your car, chase enemies, earn money and buy better cars. Police Car Driver is a new exciting driving
game. Become a police driver, drive with traffic and get the helicopter backup to help you chase your enemies.
Drive around the city in your police car look for the bad guys that have escaped the prison. Prisoners have
escaped the local jail. Policing racing is a real racing 3d game allows you to experience the most epic chase on
the road. The criminals are on the run and you need to catch or shoot them down. Proving you the most
customized car, having machine gun and missile installed on it. The drug mafia, land mafia and the terrorists
are out there on the public places, disturbing the peace of the city. Your duty is to bring the peace back and
crack down and enforce the law. Be the fastest police car driver to chase high speed racers on the streets! Do
you want to go fast and have no limits? Now you can, drive from a garage full of powerful police cop cars on
the most extreme stunts in the world! Take down runaway street racers while avoiding civilian cars as you
chase and weave through traffic. Outrun high speed felons, outsmart rivals, outdrive buddy police and smash
road in the most dangerous racing game now! The real challenging gameplay missions will make you drive
with extreme speed on a pursuit against criminals.
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Chapter 5 : Driving A Police Car: Six Things You Should Know
EPIC POLICE DRIVING FAILS, POLICE CAR CRASH COMPILATION PLEASE READ DESCRIPTION!!! Uploaded as
educational video. Take these videos as a learning tool. Always obey the laws of the road and.

Emergency vehicle equipment The police car on the left is fitted with a lightbar, making it instantly
recognizable as a police vehicle. Police cars are usually passenger car models which are upgraded to the
specifications required by the purchasing force. Several vehicle manufacturers, such as Ford , General Motors
and Dodge , provide a "police package" option, which is built to police specifications in the factory. Police
forces may add to these modifications by adding their own equipment and making their own modifications
after purchasing a vehicle. It is also usual to upgrade the capacity of the electrical system of the car to
accommodate the use of additional electronic equipment. Safety equipment[ edit ] Police vehicles are often
outfitted with AEDs Automated external defibrillator , first aid kits, fire extinguishers, flares, life buoys,
barrier tapes, etc. Audible and visual warnings[ edit ] Police vehicles are often fitted with audible and visual
warning systems to alert other motorists of their approach or position on the road. In many countries, use of
the audible and visual warnings affords the officer a degree of exemption from road traffic laws such as the
right to exceed speed limits, or to treat red stop lights as a yield sign and may also suggest a duty on other
motorists to move out of the direction of passage of the police car or face possible prosecution. Visual
warnings on a police car can be of two types: Passive visual warnings[ edit ] Passive visual warnings are the
markings on the vehicle. Police vehicle markings usually make use of bright colors or strong contrast with the
base color of the vehicle. Modern police vehicles in some countries have retroreflective markings which
reflect light for better visibility at night. Other police vehicles may only have painted on or non-reflective
markings. Most marked police vehicles in the United Kingdom and Sweden have reflective Battenburg
markings on the sides, which are large blue and yellow rectangles. This is easily observed in the United States
and Canada, where the ubiquitous nature of the Ford Crown Victoria in police fleets has made the model
synonymous with police vehicles. Some police forces use unmarked vehicles, which do not have any passive
visual warnings at all, and others called stealth cars have markings that are visible only at certain angles, such
as from the rear or sides, making these cars appear unmarked when viewed from the front. These flash in order
to attract the attention of other road users as the police car approaches, or to provide warning to motorists
approaching a stopped vehicle in a dangerous position on the road. Common colours for police warning
beacons are blue and red, however this often varies by force. Several types of flashing lights are used, such as
rotating beacons , halogen lights , or light emitting diode strobes. Some police forces also use arrow sticks to
direct traffic, or message display boards to provide short messages or instructions to motorists. The headlights
of some vehicles can be made to flash , or small strobe lights can be fitted in the headlight, tail light and
indicator lights of the vehicle. Audible warnings[ edit ] In addition to visual warnings, most police cars are
also fitted with audible warnings, sometimes known as sirens , which can alert people and vehicles to the
presence of an emergency vehicle before they can be seen. The first audible warnings were mechanical bells,
mounted to either the front or roof of the car. A later development was the rotating air siren , which made
noise when air moved past it. Most modern vehicles are now fitted with electronic sirens, which can produce a
range of different noises. Police driving training often includes the use of different noises depending on traffic
conditions and maneuver being performed. In North America for instance, on a clear road, approaching a
junction, the "wail" setting may be used, which gives a long up and down variation, with an unbroken tone,
whereas, in heavy slow traffic, a "yelp" setting may be preferred, which is a sped up version of the "wail".
Some vehicles may also be fitted with airhorn audible warnings. Also in some European countries, where a
hi-lo two tone siren is the only permitted siren for emergency vehicles, a "stadt" siren will be used in cities
where it has loud echo that can be heard from blocks away to warn the traffic an emergency vehicle is coming,
or a "land" siren will be used on highways to project its noise to the front to produce more penetration into the
vehicles ahead to alert the drivers. A development is the use of the RDS , a system of car radios , whereby the
vehicle can be fitted with a short range FM transmitter, set to RDS code 31, which interrupts the radio of all
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cars within range, in the manner of a traffic broadcast, but in such a way that the user of the receiving radio is
unable to opt out of the message as with traffic broadcasts. This feature is built into all RDS radios for use in
national emergency broadcast systems, but short range units on emergency vehicles can prove an effective
means of alerting traffic to their presence, although is not able to alert pedestrians, non-RDS radio users, or
drivers with their radios turned off. A new technology has been developed and is slowly becoming more
popular with police. Called the Rumbler, it is a siren that emits a low frequency sound which can be felt.
Motorists that may have loud music playing in their car, for example, may not hear the audible siren of a
police car behind them, but will feel the vibrations of the Rumbler. The feeling is that of standing next to a
large speaker with pumped bass. Two-way radio Equipment consoles These are used to house two way radios,
light switches, and siren switches. Some may be equipped with locking compartments for safe storage of
firearms or file compartments. Suspect transport enclosures These are steel and plastic barriers which ensure
that a suspectâ€”who has been frisked, disarmed, handcuffed and seat belted, is unable to attack the driver or
passenger and unable to tamper with equipment in the front seat. These may be simple bars or grilles, although
they can include highly impact resistant but not bullet resistant glass. Many use expanded steel instead of
plastic glazing for the upper half of the partition. Firearm lockers In certain countries, including the United
States, some police vehicles are equipped with lockers or locking racks in which to store firearms. These are
usually tactical firearms such as shotguns or rifles , which would not normally be carried on the person of the
officer. Many police cars are fitted with mobile data terminals or MDTs , which are connected via wireless
methods to the police central computer, and enable the officer to call up information such as vehicle license
details, offender records, and incident logs. Vehicle tracking system Some police vehicles, especially traffic
units, may be fitted with equipment which will alert the officers to the presence nearby of a stolen vehicle
fitted with a special transponder , and guide them towards it, using GPS or simpler radio triangulation.
Evidence gathering CCTV Police vehicles can be fitted with video cameras used to record activity either
inside or outside the car. They may also be fitted with sound recording facilities. This can then later be used in
a court to prove or disprove witness statements, or act as evidence in itself such as evidence of a traffic
violation. Speed recognition device Some police cars are fitted with devices to measure the speed of vehicles
being followed, such as ProViDa , usually through a system of following the vehicle between two points a set
distance apart. This is separate to any radar gun device which is likely to be handheld, and not attached to the
vehicle. Remote rear door locking This enables officers in the front to remotely control the rear
locksâ€”usually used in conjunction with a transport enclosure. It is designed to end vehicle pursuits by
spinning the fleeing vehicle with a nudge to the rear quarter panel. Cars not fitted with a PIT Bumper can still
attempt a PIT Maneuver at risk of increased front-end damage and possible disablement if the maneuver fails
and the pursuit continues. Push bumper aka nudge bars Fitted to the chassis of the car and located to augment
the front bumper, to allow the car to be used as a battering ram for simple structures or fences, or to push
disabled vehicles off the road. The vehicle can only be driven off after re-inserting the keys. If the keys are not
re-inserted, the engine will switch off if the handbrake is disengaged or the footbrake is activated. Police
officers use their car to fill out different forms, print documents, type on a computer or a console, consult and
read different screens, etc. Ergonomics in layout and installation of these items in the police car plays an
important role in the comfort and safety of the police officers at work and preventing injuries such as back
pain and musculoskeletal disorders. A news report said that Ford sells 5 to 10 percent of their US police
vehicles with ballistic protection in the doors. In Bill de Blasio , the mayor of New York City , announced that
all NYPD patrol cars would be installed with bullet-resistant door panels and bullet-resistant window inserts.
Chapter 6 : Police car - Wikipedia
Police Car Driving - Police Chase has now been released - Intense high speed police chases! - Fun and easy to control
car driving physics - Realistic vehicle damage with soft body physics.

Chapter 7 : Driving Games - blog.quintoapp.com
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These games include browser games for both your computer and mobile devices, as well as police car games apps for
your Android and iOS phones and tablets. Here we show you games 1 - 44, including City Car Driving Simulator, RCC
City Racing, 3D Car Simulator, and many more free games.

Chapter 8 : Police Car Driving Sim for Android - APK Download
By default, everybody tenses up when realizing a police car is sharing the road with them. But some became outright
erratic, steering clear of me as though I was a deranged ex-boyfriend with a.

Chapter 9 : Civilains driving used police cars - Police Forums & Law Enforcement Forums @ blog.quintoap
Note: Impersonating a law enforcement officer is a felony. Do not try this at home. You might think that driving a new
SRT Viper or Ferrari Italia makes you king of the road. You feel.
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